
The Venue
Atrium is easily accessible at the ground floor of the hotel, straight past the front desk. The
domed ceiling and the beautiful bar at one of the long sides does make the room feel both airy
and spacious. The natural entrance is through a curtain in the middle of the opposite long side.
Voices from the front desk and the lobby will be subdued by the fabric and form a quiet buzz. 
During mornings Atrium is where we serve our breakfast buffet and therefor can only be rented
after finished breakfast from kl.12.00

TECHNOLOGY & EQUIPMENT
Having the right equipment around is of course important, and in Atrium you have the option
to rent and borrow the following:

-Projector (towards a wall) 500:- 
-Big screen TV (60 inches) 
-One microphone for formal thanks and presentations 1500:-
-Connection of your own playlist
-DJ equipment (a quotation will be given separately)

Wireless internet is available in all public areas at the hotel and is free of charge.
If you require more furnitures than the venue can offer, some expenses may fall on.
All the prices above are including VAT.

Different types of events
ATRIUM HAs PREVIOUsLY bEEN RENTEd OUT FOR  FOLLOWING dIFFERENT EVENTs:
-After-work, with their own bar, 120p
-Mingle with stand tables and tablecloths for anniversary celebration, 120p
-Book release with a microphone and mingle, 100p
-A lecture with theater sitting and completive mingle, 60p
-Group dinner, 50p
-Private party, up to 120p

Event Venue - Atrium
Mingel 120 guests
Dinner 50 guests
Theater seating 60 guests
Lighting Daylight
Furnishing as required
Projector Yes
TV Yes
Free Wifi Yes
Bar Yes
WC in the venue No
Stairs to venue No
Refreshments
P Coffe and something small to

eat 94:-/per person
P Canapés from 35:-/apiece 
P Dinner from 205:-/per person
P Coffee 25:-

Phone number:
08-517 347 84 / 08-517 347 13

Email: meeting.malmen@scandi-
chotels.com

Scandic Malmen

WELCOME TO EVENT VENUE

www.scandichotels.se/malmen

This venue is perfect for example a mingle, with up to 120 guests.
Atrium is flexible with furnishing, and you can easily start a lecture and then
move over to have an after work at the same spot. The venue is equipped with
free Wi-Fi. If you require a projector or a big screen TV let us know and we can
provide  the equipment.
The venue is also suitable for private events such as dinner for up to 50 guests,
or why not a Kick off with your coworkers?
We can arrange your event in order that it will suit you
and your requirements

ATRIUM
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